
This short book is for those women who are falling through 
the cracks of medicine because they donʼt want to go 
through traditional surgery, radiation, or chemo, to remove 
a breast cancer lump, but really should be doing 
SOMETHING...
It is dangerous to say no to conventional treatment without 
having some sort of a plan...
I am not trying to bias you one way or the other-this about 
things you can do yourself, at home, to eradicate a breast 
lump(whether or not you sign up for conventional 
treatment or not)...
The first 5 books in the Grove Health Science Series 
explain the research & paths I took to get some of my 
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ideas...This book is not that...This is just a DIY 
RepoWoman protocol to take back your own body...

Table of Contents...
RepoWoman...! 14

RepoWoman, the title of this book, refers to the 
phenomenon called “Phenotypic Reversion”, which 
means the act of turning Cancer cells back into 
normal cells...! 14

So a RepoWoman is repossessing her own body, 
reverting malignant cells back to benign cells, 
reclaiming what is her own...! 14

Malignant to benign...! 14

In Book 3 of this series(Grove Health Science Series), 
I explore & research many true & false paths to 
eradicating cancer cells...At the very end of that book, 
I discover how to convert malignant back to benign-
not how to remove the lump itself, but how to make it 
innocuous...! 14

The key was using a Copper element to mollify the 
Phosphorus spread-stumbling upon Licorice root as 
the very very absorbable Copper was a combination 
of Providence & being prepared with the right 
question at the right time...! 14
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This book attempts to focus directly on a doable 
Protocol to attack a breast cancer lump 
nonsurgically...! 14

For background on the ideas presented here, you 
really should go ahead & read the first 5 books of this 
series...! 15

Here I am mostly giving results...! 15

So without further adieu...! 15

RepoWoman Non-surgical breast cancer lump 
removal protocol...! 15

Raw vegetable diet ! 15

Walk 10 km 3x per week at least(or exercise bike hard 
1hr/day)! 15

DIY Mammography: often to keep track of size & 
chemistry of lump! 15

How to DIY Mammo:! 15

1)set camera to Macro with Flash on! 15

2)take picture at most 4 inches away from where lump 
is in good light ! 15

3)in Edit mode in iPhoto, Enhance in Quick 
Fixes,Boost all the way in Effects, In Adjust go all the 
way up with Definition, Resolution, Shadows, 
Sharpness, Contrast, Saturation,! 15
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Slide BLUE slider all the way to BLUEST! 16

Evaluate:! 16

If the lump has dark spots in it like purple ants then it 
contains Phosphorus which means the lump IS 
malignant...Donʼt worry...! 16

Important:! 16

Start taking Licorice root tincture right away(4 
dropperfuls x 2 a day)...! 16

Licorice is a strong COPPER that dissolves 
Phosphorus...! 16

This means that the Licorice will cause “Phenotypic 
Reversion” which means that Cancer cells turn back 
into normal cells”...! 16

Also add some Licorice root capsules(2 x 450 mg per 
day)...! 16

Licorice root tea(with some Splenda or Stevia)is a nice 
addition...! 16

After you have taken some Licorice root(in whatever 
format)for a day at least, take another picture of your 
lump...! 16

You will notice fewer purple ants...! 16

This is the lump becoming benign...! 16
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The licorice routine will turn your lump from malignant 
to benign, but it will not eradicate the lump itself...!16

Because a benign lump is made of Calcium & Iron, so 
you need different things to dissolve that...! 17

So, Do It Yourself Chemo:! 17

DIY Chemo recipe includes 3 things...! 17

1)An Iodine to dissolve Calcium! 17

2)A Manganese to dissolve Iron! 17

3)A Copper to dissolve Phosphorus! 17

I have found that herbs absorb better than anything 
else, plus it is easy to measure & boil them all 
together, & everything is affordable this way...! 17

( I get my herbs from Herbies Herbs online, but these 
herbs should be available wherever you are from a 
herb store)...! 17

For the Iodine I use 1/3 cup Madagascar Periwinkle!17

For the Manganese I use 1/3 cup Mugwort(Artemisia 
Vulgaris)! 17

For the Copper I use 1/3 cup Licorice root(again)! 17

Note: Including shipping & everything, half a pound of 
each of these herbs, all together, is about $50 
Canadian & could be less if you donʼt have it delivered 
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or herbs are cheaper where you are because it is a 
hotter climate...)! 17

Put all 3 herbs into a pot with 3 cups of water & bring 
to a boil then reduce to a slower boil & let that happen 
for at least 12 minutes or so, just so the herbs give off 
their medicine into the liquid...! 18

Pour off into a cup...(If you pour real slow & hold a 
knife to the edge of the pot, you can get the liquid into 
the cup without the herbs following along)...! 18

If you add some lemon juice it all tastes a little 
better...You can add Splenda or Stevia too...! 18

(Note:Artificial sweeteners are just one molecule of 
Sulphur Sugar & 4 molecules of Potassium, so all they 
really do is lower your blood pressure...! 18

Beta Blocker heart drugs are Potassium based 
too...! 18

The only side effects of Potassium to worry about are 
too low blood pressure, water retention & hysterical 
friends telling you they cause cancer...! 18

I do not agree they cause cancer, but if you use them 
too often the effect of the low blood pressure can 
cause a lack of motility & activity...)! 18

Anyways, drink your DIY Chemo drink...I use a Hot 
Straw for drinking hot drinks because I think that 
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maybe it will keep my teeth whiter to do it that way...(I 
get mine from HotStraws online)...! 18

The DIY Chemo drink will make you tired...It may 
induce your period early...! 19

It will also start to shrink your lump...! 19

Take a picture the next day after drinking your DIY 
chemo drink...! 19

It will be smaller...You can adjust the dosage of the 
herbs & how often you take them to your body size & 
your schedule...! 19

That is a trial & error thing...! 19

But know that the fatigue will carry over to the next 
day, so do your DIY Chemo when you have the next 
day to maybe sleep a bit...! 19

Like regular chemo, it is tiring...If you are getting your 
period way too often then lower the amount of herbs 
you are taking...! 19

It is the Madagascar Periwinkle that induces your 
period, so that is the one to watch...! 19

Diet is very important so know that all proteins 
contain some Iron which makes the lump harder...!19

Calciums make it bigger...Glutens can cause it to 
swell...! 19
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Anything Phosphorus, like cheeses or Kombucha 
fermented drinks, or sour cream, will increase 
possibility of spread...! 19

BioTech makes a D3-50 tiny capsule which is Vitamin 
D3 at 50,000 IU...You take it once a week...This helps 
to speed up the whole process, plus it is especially 
helpful if you live in a cold, dark climate...! 19

In your daily salad, Hemp oil makes a good oil to 
use...! 20

Hemp is in the Titanium family which dissolves 
Aluminum...! 20

The Aluminum family is like what eggs are in...! 20

So Titanium things dissolve the Aluminum binding of 
the lump...! 20

If you have been a big egg eater then you will need a 
Titanium like Hemp oil to get rid of the Aluminum 
component of your lump...! 20

Your breast lump is going to be composed mainly of 
Calcium, Iron & Phosphorus...! 20

But it will also contain what YOU specifically 
ingest...! 20

Take a look at our Grove Body Part Chart(at end of 
text)...! 20
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In each body part there are 2 elements that live 
together as opposites...! 20

If you eat a potato, that is in the Lead family...! 20

To remove Lead from your lump you need a Zinc, the 
Minus element in the Thyroid...! 20

If you eat GMO bread you are getting Nitrogen, so that  
is in the Kidneys & you need to remove that with a 
Carbon...! 20

Our books in the Grove Health Science Series explain 
the chart better & go on to explain which illness is 
which element in excess...! 20

You can read those books right now for free on our 
website at grovecanada.ca...! 21

There are free mobile versions available too...! 21

(on http://www.Smashwords.com )! 21

(If you want a real paperback book or a higher quality 
Kindle version, you can buy those on! 21

http://www.Amazon.com ...Type “Sari Grove” into the 
search bar to see all our books!)! 21

Remember, the main thing you want to do first is stop 
the Phosphorus spread, which is like mold, & is what 
makes cancer scary...! 21
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Which is why the Licorice root(in whatever format) is a 
very important thing...! 21

The Madagascar Periwinkle herb is a very effective 
Iodine & that is what makes the lump smaller & 
shrink...! 21

The Artemisia Vulgaris, the Mugwort as the 
Manganese makes the lump softer-it dissolves that 
hard shell exterior...! 21

As long as you eat raw vegetables you will have tons 
of energy...! 21

Though cooked vegetables sometimes taste better & 
are more comforting because they are warm, the 
cooking removes much of the energy & you may feel 
tired & hungry & dizzy & give up...! 21

It really really really makes a big difference if you eat 
raw instead of cooked vegetables...Really...! 22

Exercising like walking 10 km a day(6 miles) can take 
2 hours or more if you are slow like me or stop for a 
drink or lunch or just to chat or pet peopleʼs dogs...!22

Plus you will be exhausted when you get home...! 22

So this is like a full time job...& it is...! 22

If you are going to get rid of a breast cancer lump 
nonsurgically, you are going to have to make this a 
full time job...! 22
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This is your life...Even if you decide to go in for 
surgery, you should still do this protocol...! 22

Why? Because breast cancer does not originate in the 
breasts...! 22

It starts in the Adrenal Gland, maybe 25 years ago 
when you took birth control pills which are a 
Calcium...! 22

That Calcium excess is in the Adrenal Glands & does 
not excrete by itself...! 22

If you have ever taken birth control pills you need to 
detoxify from that experience(The Iodine removes 
Calcium, remember)...! 22

Over time, the calcium in your Adrenal Gland 
progresses to your Spleen & causes a  Phosphorus 
excess...Phosphorus is like mold, which spreads...!22

This is what makes a Calcium iron lump 
malignant...The Phosphate...So removing a lump or a 
breast does not correct the engines producing these 
excesses...! 23

Which is why many women who have lumpectomies 
or mastectomies have recurrences...! 23

Because you have to correct the biochemistry of the 
engine...If you can correct the biochemistry of your 
Adrenal Gland(Calcium excess), & your Spleen
(Phosphorus excess), then you have a much better 
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chance of having a healthier life later, surgery or 
not...! 23

As a sidenote I mention in my books that Dr. 
Reckewegʼs R38 & R39 are very successful in 
removing ovarian cysts...! 23

I know all these things because I have tried all these 
things...But again, even if you successfully get rid of 
your ovarian cysts, you still have to correct the 
biochemistry of your bodyʼs engines...! 23

An added bonus of the raw vegetable diet is that you 
might lose 25-30 lbs or more right away...I did without 
even trying...! 23

Helen Hecker is a registered nurse who got rid of her 
breast cancer lumps through a raw vegetable diet...!24

(“My raw food diet cures & secrets” is the title of that 
book)...I was inspired to go raw vegetable from that 
book...! 24

Sari Grove! 24

grove@sent.com! 24

http://www.grovecanada.ca! 24

http://sarigrove.com! 24

p.s.I just want to repeat-You can have surgery, you 
can not have surgery, whatever makes you 
happy...Either way, you still need to change the oil on 
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your vehicle, do a tune up so to speak...You need to 
alter your biochemistry back to a normal 
balance...This little guide will help you to do 
that...There are other options I havenʼt 
mentioned...You can use Black Walnut Hull powder 
instead of Mugwort for your Manganese...You can use 
Clove powder instead of Hemp oil for a Titanium...!24

You can also just take Manganese pills for a 
Manganese...! 24

Iodoral pills give you Iodine as do Vinpocetine pills
(though I have found Madagascar Periwinkle herbs 
target & absorb very well & better than the pills)...!24

Garlic pills will lower your Sulphur Sugar levels which 
are also often elevated...! 24

Sundried tomatoes carry tons of Oxygen which will 
lower your Hydrogen levels...! 24

Saffron is also an Oxygen...! 24

Goji berries are a strong Oxygen you can eat out of 
the bag...! 25

Olive & other Salad oils are carbons which lower 
Nitrogen levels...Bathing in Epsom Salts gives the 
body Magnesium which lowers Mercury in the 
Gallbladder...! 25

Taking hot long saunas helps everything to work 
faster...Heat is good...! 25
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love Sari(Hugs...You will be fine!)written Friday Sept. 
26, 2014, feel free to print this out for yourself or a 
friend...! 25

RepoWoman...

RepoWoman, the title of this book, refers to the 
phenomenon called “Phenotypic Reversion”, which means 
the act of turning Cancer cells back into normal cells...
  So a RepoWoman is repossessing her own body, 
reverting malignant cells back to benign cells, reclaiming 
what is her own...

Malignant to benign...

  In Book 3 of this series(Grove Health Science Series), I 
explore & research many true & false paths to eradicating 
cancer cells...At the very end of that book, I discover how 
to convert malignant back to benign-not how to remove 
the lump itself, but how to make it innocuous...
The key was using a Copper element to mollify the 
Phosphorus spread-stumbling upon Licorice root as the 
very very absorbable Copper was a combination of 
Providence & being prepared with the right question at the 
right time...
  This book attempts to focus directly on a doable Protocol 
to attack a breast cancer lump nonsurgically...
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For background on the ideas presented here, you really 
should go ahead & read the first 5 books of this series...
Here I am mostly giving results...

So without further adieu...

RepoWoman Non-surgical breast cancer 
lump removal protocol...

Raw vegetable diet

Walk 10 km 3x per week at least(or exercise bike hard 1hr/
day)

DIY Mammography: often to keep track of size & 
chemistry of lump

How to DIY Mammo:

1)set camera to Macro with Flash on

2)take picture at most 4 inches away from where lump is 
in good light

3)in Edit mode in iPhoto, Enhance in Quick Fixes,Boost all 
the way in Effects, In Adjust go all the way up with 
Definition, Resolution, Shadows, Sharpness, Contrast, 
Saturation, 
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Slide BLUE slider all the way to BLUEST

Evaluate:

If the lump has dark spots in it like purple ants then it 
contains Phosphorus which means the lump IS 
malignant...Donʼt worry...

Important:
Start taking Licorice root tincture right away(4 dropperfuls 
x 2 a day)...
Licorice is a strong COPPER that dissolves Phosphorus...
This means that the Licorice will cause “Phenotypic 
Reversion” which means that Cancer cells turn back into 
normal cells”...

Also add some Licorice root capsules(2 x 450 mg per 
day)...
Licorice root tea(with some Splenda or Stevia)is a nice 
addition...
After you have taken some Licorice root(in whatever 
format)for a day at least, take another picture of your 
lump...
You will notice fewer purple ants...
This is the lump becoming benign...
The licorice routine will turn your lump from malignant to 
benign, but it will not eradicate the lump itself...
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Because a benign lump is made of Calcium & Iron, so you 
need different things to dissolve that...

So, Do It Yourself Chemo:

DIY Chemo recipe includes 3 things...

1)An Iodine to dissolve Calcium
2)A Manganese to dissolve Iron
3)A Copper to dissolve Phosphorus

I have found that herbs absorb better than anything else, 
plus it is easy to measure & boil them all together, & 
everything is affordable this way...
( I get my herbs from Herbies Herbs online, but these 
herbs should be available wherever you are from a herb 
store)...

For the Iodine I use 1/3 cup Madagascar Periwinkle
For the Manganese I use 1/3 cup Mugwort(Artemisia 
Vulgaris)
For the Copper I use 1/3 cup Licorice root(again)

Note: Including shipping & everything, half a pound of 
each of these herbs, all together, is about $50 Canadian & 
could be less if you donʼt have it delivered or herbs are 
cheaper where you are because it is a hotter climate...)
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Put all 3 herbs into a pot with 3 cups of water & bring to a 
boil then reduce to a slower boil & let that happen for at 
least 12 minutes or so, just so the herbs give off their 
medicine into the liquid...

Pour off into a cup...(If you pour real slow & hold a knife to 
the edge of the pot, you can get the liquid into the cup 
without the herbs following along)...

If you add some lemon juice it all tastes a little better...You 
can add Splenda or Stevia too...
(Note:Artificial sweeteners are just one molecule of 
Sulphur Sugar & 4 molecules of Potassium, so all they 
really do is lower your blood pressure...
Beta Blocker heart drugs are Potassium based too...
The only side effects of Potassium to worry about are too 
low blood pressure, water retention & hysterical friends 
telling you they cause cancer...
I do not agree they cause cancer, but if you use them too 
often the effect of the low blood pressure can cause a lack 
of motility & activity...)

Anyways, drink your DIY Chemo drink...I use a Hot Straw 
for drinking hot drinks because I think that maybe it will 
keep my teeth whiter to do it that way...(I get mine from 
HotStraws online)...
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The DIY Chemo drink will make you tired...It may induce 
your period early...
It will also start to shrink your lump...
Take a picture the next day after drinking your DIY chemo 
drink...
It will be smaller...You can adjust the dosage of the herbs 
& how often you take them to your body size & your 
schedule...
That is a trial & error thing...
But know that the fatigue will carry over to the next day, so 
do your DIY Chemo when you have the next day to maybe 
sleep a bit...
Like regular chemo, it is tiring...If you are getting your 
period way too often then lower the amount of herbs you 
are taking...
It is the Madagascar Periwinkle that induces your period, 
so that is the one to watch...

Diet is very important so know that all proteins 
contain some Iron which makes the lump harder...
Calciums make it bigger...Glutens can cause it to swell...
Anything Phosphorus, like cheeses or Kombucha 
fermented drinks, or sour cream, will increase possibility of 
spread...

BioTech makes a D3-50 tiny capsule which is Vitamin D3 
at 50,000 IU...You take it once a week...This helps to 
speed up the whole process, plus it is especially helpful if 
you live in a cold, dark climate...
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In your daily salad, Hemp oil makes a good oil to use...
Hemp is in the Titanium family which dissolves 
Aluminum...
The Aluminum family is like what eggs are in...
So Titanium things dissolve the Aluminum binding of the 
lump...
If you have been a big egg eater then you will need a 
Titanium like Hemp oil to get rid of the Aluminum 
component of your lump...

Your breast lump is going to be composed 
mainly of Calcium, Iron & Phosphorus...
But it will also contain what YOU specifically ingest...
Take a look at our Grove Body Part Chart(at end of text)...
In each body part there are 2 elements that live together 
as opposites...
If you eat a potato, that is in the Lead family...
To remove Lead from your lump you need a Zinc, the 
Minus element in the Thyroid...

If you eat GMO bread you are getting Nitrogen, so that is 
in the Kidneys & you need to remove that with a Carbon...

Our books in the Grove Health Science Series explain the 
chart better & go on to explain which illness is which 
element in excess...
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You can read those books right now for free on our 
website at grovecanada.ca...
There are free mobile versions available too...
(on http://www.Smashwords.com )
(If you want a real paperback book or a higher quality 
Kindle version, you can buy those on
 http://www.Amazon.com ...Type “Sari Grove” into the 
search bar to see all our books!)

Remember, the main thing you want to do first is stop the 
Phosphorus spread, which is like mold, & is what makes 
cancer scary...

Which is why the Licorice root(in whatever format) is a 
very important thing...
The Madagascar Periwinkle herb is a very effective Iodine 
& that is what makes the lump smaller & shrink...
The Artemisia Vulgaris, the Mugwort as the Manganese 
makes the lump softer-it dissolves that hard shell 
exterior...

As long as you eat raw vegetables you will have tons of 
energy...
Though cooked vegetables sometimes taste better & are 
more comforting because they are warm, the cooking 
removes much of the energy & you may feel tired & 
hungry & dizzy & give up...
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It really really really makes a big difference if you eat raw 
instead of cooked vegetables...Really...

Exercising like walking 10 km a day(6 miles) can take 2 
hours or more if you are slow like me or stop for a drink or 
lunch or just to chat or pet peopleʼs dogs...
Plus you will be exhausted when you get home...
So this is like a full time job...& it is...

If you are going to get rid of a breast cancer lump 
nonsurgically, you are going to have to make this a full 
time job...
This is your life...Even if you decide to go in for surgery, 
you should still do this protocol...

Why? Because breast cancer does not originate in the 
breasts...
It starts in the Adrenal Gland, maybe 25 years ago when 
you took birth control pills which are a Calcium...
That Calcium excess is in the Adrenal Glands & does not 
excrete by itself...

If you have ever taken birth control pills you need to 
detoxify from that experience(The Iodine removes 
Calcium, remember)...

  Over time, the calcium in your Adrenal Gland progresses 
to your Spleen & causes a  Phosphorus 
excess...Phosphorus is like mold, which spreads...
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This is what makes a Calcium iron lump malignant...The 
Phosphate...So removing a lump or a breast does not 
correct the engines producing these excesses...

Which is why many women who have lumpectomies or 
mastectomies have recurrences...

Because you have to correct the 
biochemistry of the engine...If you can correct 
the biochemistry of your Adrenal Gland(Calcium excess), 
& your Spleen(Phosphorus excess), then you have a 
much better chance of having a healthier life later, surgery 
or not...

As a sidenote I mention in my books that Dr. Reckewegʼs 
R38 & R39 are very successful in removing ovarian 
cysts...

I know all these things because I have tried all these 
things...But again, even if you successfully get rid of your 
ovarian cysts, you still have to correct the biochemistry of 
your bodyʼs engines...

An added bonus of the raw vegetable diet is 
that you might lose 25-30 lbs or more right 
away...I did without even trying...
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Helen Hecker is a registered nurse who got rid of her 
breast cancer lumps through a raw vegetable diet...
(“My raw food diet cures & secrets” is the title of that 
book)...I was inspired to go raw vegetable from that book...

Sari Grove
grove@sent.com
http://www.grovecanada.ca
http://sarigrove.com 

p.s.I just want to repeat-You can have surgery, you can not 
have surgery, whatever makes you happy...Either way, you 
still need to change the oil on your vehicle, do a tune up 
so to speak...You need to alter your biochemistry back to a 
normal balance...This little guide will help you to do 
that...There are other options I havenʼt mentioned...You 
can use Black Walnut Hull powder instead of Mugwort for 
your Manganese...You can use Clove powder instead of 
Hemp oil for a Titanium...
You can also just take Manganese pills for a Manganese...
Iodoral pills give you Iodine as do Vinpocetine pills(though 
I have found Madagascar Periwinkle herbs target & 
absorb very well & better than the pills)...
Garlic pills will lower your Sulphur Sugar levels which are 
also often elevated...
Sundried tomatoes carry tons of Oxygen which will lower 
your Hydrogen levels...
Saffron is also an Oxygen...
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Goji berries are a strong Oxygen you can eat out of the 
bag...
Olive & other Salad oils are carbons which lower Nitrogen 
levels...Bathing in Epsom Salts gives the body Magnesium 
which lowers Mercury in the Gallbladder...
Taking hot long saunas helps everything to work 
faster...Heat is good...

love Sari(Hugs...You will be fine!)written Friday Sept. 26, 
2014, feel free to print this out for yourself or a friend...
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Licorice root is one of the oldest and most frequently 
employed botanicals in Chinese medicine. ... Licorice 
polyphenols induce apoptosis in cancer cells. 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11588889
Vinca Alkaloids
@U.S. National Library of Medicine - Bethesda MD
The vinca alkaloids are also important for being cancer 
fighters. ... Vinca alkaloids are obtained from the 
Madagascar periwinkle plant. ... inhibit cell proliferation by 
binding to microtubules, which can cause a mitotic block 
and apoptosis. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3883245/
Book 5: The Brain
African Herbs: Nigerian Bitter Leaf and Madagascar 
Periwinkles for ...
Apr 27, 2013 ... Tamoxifen is made from an extract of 
Madagascar periwinkle, an African ... Cancer, the second 
leading cause of death in the United States ... Further test 
are needed to determine if Vernonia Amygdalina induces 
apoptosis. www.africaresource.com/.../nigerian-bitter-leaf-
reduces-breast-cancers/
Natural plant resources in anti-cancer therapy-A review 
File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat
Key words: anti-cancer, apoptosis, clinical trials, plant 
derivative. ... during mitosis leading to apoptosis. 
Certain ... Madagascar periwinkle, Catharanthus roseus. 
www.researchgate.net/...cancer.../
00463527717c16a091000000
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Apoptosis and Antioxidant Activities of Catharanthus 
rosues [L] G ...
Tapak dara or Madagascar Periwinkle (Catharanthus 
roseus [L] G.Don), ... extract ofÂ C.Â roseus in inducing 
apoptosis on breast cancer cell line (T47D). 
ijcc.iregway.com/index.php/ijcc/article/view/16
Mugwort
Mugwort is a perennial plant that is a member of the daisy 
family and a relative of ragweed. ... Scientific/medical 
name(s): Artemisia vulgaris .... flavone derived from 
Artemisia plants, induces apoptosis in human gastric 
cancer (AGS) cells. www.cancer.org/treatment/
treatmentsandsideeffects/.../mugwort
Book 5: The Brain
In vitro cytotoxicity of Artemisia vulgaris L. essential oil is 
mediated ...
Jul 7, 2014 ... BACKGROUND: The essential oil (EO) of 
Artemisia vulgaris L. has been ... apoptosis in various 
cancer cell lines, but not in noncancerous cells. 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25002129
In vitro cytotoxicity of Artemisia vulgaris L. essential oil is 
mediated ...
Jul 7, 2014 ... Flow cytometric analysis of apoptosis, DNA 
fragmentation assay, caspases ... is their ability to trigger 
death of cancer cells through apoptosis [3,4]. ... Artemisia 
vulgaris L. (commonly known as mugwort) belongs to 
the ... www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6882/14/226
ANTICANCER ACTIVITY OF Artemisia vulgaris ON ... File 
Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat
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Jun 27, 2013 ... Keywords: Artemisia vulgaris, HepG2, 
Cytotoxicity, Anticancer ..... The extract also induced 
apoptosis in the cancer cells which was further ... 
www.ijppsjournal.com/Vol5Suppl3/7376.pdf
In vitro anti-proliferative and apoptotic activity of different 
fractions of ...
In this study, we investigated the cytotoxic and apoptotic 
effects. ... the CH2Cl2 fraction was found to have the 
largest anti-proliferative effect on cancer cells. ... 
Hepatoprotective activity of aqueous-methanol extract of 
Artemisia vulgaris ... Jaceosidin, isolated from dietary 
mugwort (Artemisia princeps), induces G2/M cell cycle ... 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S0102695X13701054

This link talks about Vitamin D & Cancer(supporting my 
Vitamin D3 50,000 iu weekly recommendation)http://
www.naturalnews.com/
009415_natural_sunlight_sunshine.html

More on Licorice & Cancer:Licorice Compound Offers New 
Cancer Prevention Strategy ... www.sciencedaily.com/
releases/2009/03/090324081433.htm Cached A chemical 
component of licorice may offer a new approach to 
preventing colorectal cancer without the adverse side 
effects of other preventive therapies, Vanderbilt ...
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More on Madagascar Periwinkle & cancer: “Vincristine 
sulfate was originally developed from chemicals found in 
the periwinkle plant and acts against multiple types of 
malignant cancer. It is approved for multiple cancer types 
including solid tumors and blood cancers.” from
To Evaluate the Safety, Activity and Pharmacokinetics of ...
clinicaltrials.gov › To Evaluate the Safety, Activity and 
Pharmacokinetics of Marqibo in Children and Adolescents 
With Refractory Cancer

More on Mugwort & cancer(artemisia vulgaris):
http://www.bioportfolio.com/resources/pmarticle/185560/
Antiproliferative-Effects-Of-Extracts-From-Iranian-
Artemisia- Species-On-Cancer-Cell-Lines.html 
Antiproliferative effects of extracts from
Iranian Artemisia species on cancer cell lines.
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Instructions for DIY mammography in 
picture above...
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Special Note: I have found that St. Francis Licorice 
Tincture is the strongest format to get the Licorice Root...
It costs about $16 dollars for a small bottle & I take about 
4 dropperfuls maybe 2x a day...You go through it fast but it 
really really gets rid of Phosphorus fast...
In the above picture, the Phosphorus is those dark spots 
in the green lump...
Phosphorus is what makes Cancer spread...
After taking the St. Francis tincture, you will see those 
dark spots disappear...This means the lump is becoming 
benign...
Phenotypic Reversion...(Cancer cells revert 
back to normal cells)...

Sari Grove
grove@sent.com
http://www.grovecanada.ca 

p.s.

Alternatively, you can just CHEW & SWALLOW your DIY 
Chemo herbs...

1/3 tablespoon Madagascar Periwinkle
1/3 tbls. Mugwort Artemisia Vulgaris
1/3 tbls. Licorice root
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Chew

Swallow

To make your DIY Chemo herbs work better & faster...
chew some Ginger Root 1/3 tablespoon

chew chew chew swallow...

Diet pepsi(a Copper) drink to clear the palate;
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I actually lost over 36 lbs. on the RepoWoman raw plant 
based diet, the RepoWoman walking program of 10 km a 
day, & the DIY Chemo with daily DIY Mammogram checks 
to see progress...

Clothing Notes:You need some amazing running shoes, 
great cushy socks, & instead of brassieres get tank tops 
with shelf bra type thing with pads-just wear these tank 
tops under regular tops-the pads cover your nipples & 
make up for the flattening effect of the shelf bra...Regular 
brassieres really constrict flow & circulation & healing & 
might interfere with your RepoWoman efforts...

Hair:I bought a buzzer on Amazon on sale for $30 & 
buzzed all my hair off...Then I used “Ice Cream” a tube & 
bottle combo you get at Shopperʼs Drug Mart to bleach 
your hair whatever colour you want...The very short 
bleached hair is cleaner...Clean is important because 
there is a parasite component to Breast cancer that needs 
to be addressed...

About that parasite component to Breast 
cancer:
Prior to the appearance of a palpable lump, there seems 
to be a common phenomenon of women thinking they 
have some sort of a “Parasite”...Based on microscope 
imaging, & comparing that to real life images, I think that 
parasite is a  “Salmonella” parasite...Salmonella 
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feeds on Phosphorus & can be starved out using a 
Copper...(Salmonella Typhi bacterium is associated with 
Typhoid fever)...
Also;Most breast cancer lumps have a “Dome” area that 
sits on top of the lump...I believe that in that Dome area 
are 2 paired Salmonella creatures...Husband & wife...Most 
parasites like to pair up...Even lice will bite you in pairs-like 
as if a vampire bit you...(2 teeth dug in)...
  Those 2 Salmonella creatures pair up & form a nest at 
the top of your lump...
Well, in fact, I think they pair up first, bite into your lung/
breast tissue, & ʻcauseʼ a release of Calcium & 
Phosphorus, just like when a baby suckles at your breast, 
the sucking action releases Milk from your Adrenal 
Gland...
  Anyways...I feel an anti-parasitic protocol 
should be an adjunct component of your 
RepoWoman protocol...The most basic anti-
parasitic protocol is;
1)A Zinc to remove Lead(the herb Wormwood usually)
2)A Manganese to lower iron(Black Walnut Hull powder 
usually)
3)A Titanium to lower Aluminum(Clove powder usually)

You can buy various anti-parasitic combinations online or 
at your local herbal supplement store or Whole Foods 
market...Often the stuff you order online directly is fresher 
& more potent, so be aware of that...
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  The other things you might do when you have a parasite 
like restrict Sugar(Sulphur), restrict Calcium(Ca), restrict 
Glutens(Nitrogens), should be on your mind...

My own breast lump appeared suddenly around March of 
2014...One month later, I started to take action...Around 
Easter 2014...It was the last week in April...I only told 
people about 2 months after...May-ish...I was in the middle 
of writing Book 3 & decided to make it the focus of that 
book...I decided that I was going to solve Cancer...I figured 
I was the best person for the job...By the end of Book 3 I 
had figured out how to make the Cancer revert back to 
benign...I spent Book 4 & 5 figuring out how to eradicate 
the lump itself, & on the esoterica of what kind of a 
parasite this was...It is Tuesday October 21st, 2014 at 
11;06 am as I write this, & I am basically well...Basically 
means I have dealt with this cancer lump thing & can 
move on with my life...So it took me about 6 months in 
total of full time work, research, & action to handle this 
problem...I have now started to eat some more normal 
food & am not exercising like a crazy person anymore...I 
have stopped the DIY Chemo for now...I am on break...I 
am still going to be careful at this point  am trying to stick 
to a more Piscatarian(fish & seafood) diet still-an Iodine 
leaning diet...
  The 2 Salmonella parasites that were living in the Dome 
of the lump, passed out via normal excretion...I know this 
because I felt them pass...
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Carbons, like a good Olive Canola oil, are very important 
to excretion...So in your daily salad be generous with the 
oil...My salad dressing was Olive Canola oil, Apple Cider 
Vinegar, juice of a whole organic lemon, Horseradish Dijon 
Mustard...(I also used Hemp oil too)...

My seafood “sauce” was similar-Olive Canola Oil, juice of 
whole lemon, Apple Cider Vinegar & my extra-special 
ingredient-Raw Saffron(Saffron is an Oxygen element 
which will also make you horny btw if you were wondering 
what that new feeling was) a very giant pinch...(I used this 
to cook sea scallops quickly)...
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Sari Grove

I do upload new versions of this book every once in a 
while...I feel my information on this subject is necessary 
right now, so I have published even before edits were 
perfect in the interest of time...This is also true of the other 
books in this series...Our website is at http://
www.grovecanada.ca & one of our blogs is at http://
www.sarigrove.com if you want to check up with me on 
something...

New Food thought:

Cilantro, also known as Coriander, is also in the Licorice 
family of Copper type elements...You can buy whole fresh 
bunches of Cilantro & just eat them as your salad...I 
noticed that the Licorice root Copper acts on the breast 
area very well, while the Cilantro Copper cleans out the 
head, brain, neck area more...So it has become 
increasingly relevant to layer your Coppers-have a variety 
of Copper elements, that work on different parts of your 
body, to clean out every part squeaky clean...Coffee & tea 
contain Coppers as well...
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